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BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
Introducing Design Sprints as part of a company-wide digital transformation
Faced with competitive pressure, the client needed to increase their
operational cost efficiency and launched a company-wide initiative to
digitize internal processes. This meant introducing a systemic approach to
identify opportunities and to redesign processes while leveraging inhouse talent from business, technology and design groups. I was asked to
organize and facilitate design sprints for four initiatives and to
concurrently coach a cross-disciplinary team of designers, product
owners, and developers.

- I worked closely with the team leading the Digital Transformation
effort to prioritize initiatives for potential impact

- I aligned with business stakeholders on constraints and requirements
specific to their teams and business area, and collaborated closely with
the director of user experience to set her up for success internally

- I coached a group of product owners, designers, developers and user
researchers on how to run design sprints from research and
preparation to validation and business case reporting

- I taught by example by running two three-day design sprints to expose
-

the format, then advised on two additional ones
I delivered a playbook tailored to the specific needs of the client

What I learned:
Design Sprints are essential elements of a Digital Transformation effort.They accelerate
initiatives and offer a powerful way to leverage a company’s in-house talent.

BUSINESS SOLUTIONS FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
Improving internal processes with Design Thinking
Create a better experience for employees in need of HR assistance

-

The 35 participants in this first sprint arrived at a phased solution focused on
improvements to the internal HR portal search tool and content so that an AIbased chatbot could be implemented to help employees going through major life
events (planning, research, facilitation, prototype design)

Digitize the invoicing and collection experience

-

The team identified multiple solutions including a list of system integration issues to
resolve that were added to an existing effort, saving development costs (research,
prototype design and facilitation)

Improve sourcing and screening processes for recruiters

-

By focusing on delivering a candidate-friendly mobile application and leveraging AI
technology, the team designed an innovative solution that removed the need for
recruiters to intervene in the screening process unless absolutely necessary, freeing
them to contact only relevant candidates. (planning, research, facilitation, coaching)

Transform tax notice resolution processes

-

The team aligned on a vision of key features to be delivered across business units.
The sprint was the first time many members of this geographically dispersed
division met their coworkers in person. (planning, research, coaching)

REAL ESTATE COMMUNITY DEVELOPER
Redesigning the customer experience for prospect tenants while improving cost efficiency and employee job satisfaction
After collecting data on their tenants’ experience, the client
decided to focus on the prospect journey to find innovative
ways to improve the customer experience, cut operational
costs, and increase associate job satisfaction.

- I gathered and synthesized existing and new research on
tenant and associate experiences with the prospect to

-

tenant journey
I facilitated a five-day design sprint with stakeholders,
managers and associates from divisions involved in tenant
acquisition or operations

- After the design sprint, I summarized the vision for the
future prospect-to-tenant experience in a single service
blueprint

- With the design sprint output in hand, the client developed
an MVP for the experience through implementation of a
chatbot for prospects
What I learned:
By combining user-centered and collaborative design in a design sprint, the client
successfully and simultaneously reached objectives that may originally have
appeared to be incompatible

REAL ESTATE COMMUNITY DEVELOPER
Deliverables
1. A multi-format digital prototype validated with
employees and prospect tenants during the sprint

2. A service blueprint describing the new
prospect to tenant journey, the technology
enablers required to support it, and the
operational cost savings to be expected

3. Illustrated storyboards of the full future
experience

HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANY
Designing a care management platform for personalized patient engagement
A leader in Healthcare Consulting Services wanted to build a
working tool in 3 months to highlight their know-how in
healthcare technology integration, patient engagement
strategies and care management best practices.

- I planned, executed and synthesized user research with
patients and care managers to inform product definition
and design

- I facilitated design thinking workshops with stakeholders to
get alignment on product requirements, MVP definition,
and design direction

- I managed a team of ux designers, visual designers and a
copywriter to deliver all design assets for the MVP
implementation

- I handled communications and reviews with the product
and development teams (all in remote locations)

- I kept stakeholders updated and participated in strategic
conversations to steer the product’s definition and use
What I learned:
Designers are in the best position to be the bridge between stakeholders and
departments on complex products involving multiple audiences and objectives.

CARE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM: DELIVERABLES
User research synthesis: personas and user journeys

Wireframes and flows
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CARE MANAGEMENT PLATFORM: DELIVERABLES
Annotated InVision prototype(s) for designers and
developers

Visual designs, style guides and copy deck
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UNICEF
Redesigning the user and content publishing experiences of the UNICEF website ecosystem
UNICEF manages over 200 websites, from their global portal
(www.unicef.org) to country or campaign specific sites. To increase content
publishing efficiency as well as brand adherence, UNICEF needed to deploy
simultaneously a new content management system and a redesign of their
web ecosystem.

-

I researched end-user and content publisher needs. I reviewed site
analytics and interviewed global, regional, and country teams to identify
the main content needs and the most important pain points of the
current publishing workflows and rules.

-

Leveraging our client’s content strategy, I aligned the purpose of each
type of content to be published with end-user needs and institution
objectives, leading to a slimmed down set of page templates, Drupal

-

content types, and design modules
With a team of ux and visual designers, I created a flexible and
responsive design system based on the principles of atomic design

-

I translated publishing rules and workflows into user stories and
requirements developers and business owners could use

-

I designed a navigation structure for the ecosystem that significantly
simplified production and maintenance of content

-

I trained the publishing team on how to use the final product

What I learned:
Articulating the purpose of the product at every level (from concepts to design system
components) was helpful to designers and clients

UNICEF: IMPACT
From

To

UNICEF: DELIVERABLES
Annotated wireframes (for selected pages)

Design system components and page templates
(in 3 screen sizes - desktop, tablet, mobile)

Functional specifications (user
stories) for each template and
component

Press Release
As a global or local content publisher, I
need a page template so that I can publish
a press release, with a hero image or video,
who to contact, links to multimedia assets,
about UNICEF content and link to related
stories on the site.
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RMS

Redesigning a data-intensive risk-management platform for insurance companies
RMS is the leader in large catastrophe modeling for
the insurance industry. Its main product, the
RMS(one) cloud-based platform, supports modelers,
analysts and risk managers in making key pricing and
investment decisions.
RMS originally wanted only a few key screens to be
redesigned to simplify document management tasks.
I worked on cleaner page layouts, introducing icons,
and improving page-level usability. In parallel, I
identified key navigational issues that undermined
flow and task completion. Working closely with the
VP of product management, I pushed forward a
more extensive product and UX strategy plan for
the company that addressed these issues and helped
prioritize product features from a user-centric
perspective.
What I learned:
Careful execution of details makes a good foundation for tackling
tougher UX issues

improved layouts and visuals

interactive prototypes

RMS: ADDITIONAL DELIVERABLES
from

user role/task mapping

to

visualizations of improved user paths
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LEADERSHIP SKILLS

DESIGN THINKING
Finding the sweet spot at the intersection of business, technology and what users want.

where I start
users

what is
desirable

business

what is
profitable

what is
feasible

what I aim for

technology

WORKSHOP FACILITATION
I believe in design thinking and in the power of
bringing cross-functional team members
together in design sprints
I have experience preparing and facilitating
workshops ranging from a few hours to a
week and from three to 35 participants
I am passionate about bringing in the voice of
the end-users and making sure they are at
the center of the proposed solution
I tailor different methods, workshops and
activities to the team I am working with to
ideate, prioritize, build empathy, or define
challenges and align on a future vision
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USER RESEARCH
Lead contextual inquiries, walkthroughs and
one-on-one interviews. Synthesize results in
Persona and Journeys

running concept
tests

Lead user, client and stakeholder interviews
Prepare and analyze results of focus groups
Write scripts and plan usability testing.
Moderate usability testing sessions (in-person
or remote)
Performe heuristic evaluations and UI
critiques
Conduct competitive analyses

focus group participants’
drawings of the refinance
process
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PERSONAS & JOURNEYS
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UX & IA
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PUBLICATIONS & TEACHING
10 ways to improve your UX now
Slideshare presentation; 1,718 views

UX without documentation (l’UX sans
documentation)
Presented at FLUPA UX day in Paris, Sept 19, 2014

Active in Design Sprints Montreal group
Interactive 1, CCA
Taught an interactive design class in the Graphic Design Program of the
California College of the Arts

UX-PM Certification
Taught and contributed to the UX-PM Certification course materials, an
international training program for professionals interested in managing UX
projects

User-Centered Design, SFSU
Gave a lecture as part of the Digital Project Management course, Multimedia
Studies Program, at San Francisco State University
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